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Constraint equation for the lowest Landau level in the fractional quantum Hall system
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We apply the singular gauge transformation to the constraint equation for the lowest Landau level to
investigate the generic properties of the quasiparticles of the fractional quantum Hall system by using
the collective-field-theory approach. It shows a transparent connection with Laughlin s wave functions.
If we take an average over the wave functional for the constraint equation, the resulting equation can be
interpreted as the vortex equation for the fractionally charged quasiparticles. By introducing a general-
ized duality transformation, p(density)-8(phase) transformation, we can obtain the fractional statistics as
well as the hierarchy scheme from the constraint equation.

At present we have a fairly good understanding of the
fractional quantum Hall effect' (FQHE) based on
Laughlin's wave-function approach. Stimulated by an
investigation of the off-diagonal long-range order for the
FQHE, Girvin, and Girvin and MacDonald and oth-
ers proposed a Ginzburg-Landau-like effective-field
theory of the FQHE. This is in fact an eff'ective-field
theory of a (2+1)-dimensional Schrodinger-Bose wave
field coupled with a Chem-Simons gauge field that exhib-
its vortex solutions with finite energy and fractional
charge. Although these are appealing, their connection
to Laughlin's wave-function approach is not entirely
clear. In particular, it is still not very clear to what ex-
tent the lowest Landau level (LLL) constraint has been
properly accounted for.

At the lowest Landau level the kinetic-energy part of
the electron Hamiltonian, which usually bears the gauge
properties of the system, should be projected away with
only the Coulomb interaction term left. Therefore it is
reasonable to expect that a rich variety of interesting
properties for the FQHE systems, which are independent
of the concrete form of the interactions, can be explored
via the application of the Chem-Simons gauge-field-
theory approach to the constraint for the electrons in the
LLL. In this paper, we express the condition that all the
electrons are in the LLL as a constraint equation for the
state functional and apply the collective-field-theory tech-
nique ' which in fact is a field-theoretic approach, to this
equation. The general solution of this constraint equa-
tion shows a transparent connection to Laughlin's wave
function. If we take a quantum average of the constraint
equation, the resulting equation can be interpreted as a
vortex equation for the fractionally charged quasiparti-
cles that is derived directly from the microscopic theory.
The Coulomb interaction does not appear explicitly in
the equation. The vortex solutions in turn require singu-
larities of the phase of the wave functional. In the parti-
cle coordinate representation these singularities are pre

cisely the ones that appear in the singular exponent of the
prefactor of Laughlin's quasiparticles wave function.
Next we introduce a generalized duality transformation
as a generalized Fourier transformation —p(electron
density)-8(phase variable conjugate to the electron densi-
ty) transformation —of the state functional. Then the
transformed constraint equation not only makes the frac-
tional charge and statistics of quasiparticles (vortices) ex-
plicit, but also provides a natural derivation for the
hierarchy scheme.

We introduce the Hamiltonian for the interacting X-
electron system in a strong uniform magnetic field B by
subtracting the zero-point energy for the lowest Landau
level NAeB/2moc as

where r; is the two-dimensional coordinate for the ith
electron, the sum is taken over all electrons i =1, . . . , N,
and m o is the electron mass. In Eq. (1),
II= —iA'V+e A(r)/c and V, is the Coulomb interaction
involving both electrons and the background.

There are two energy scales with this system, the Lan-
dau energy AeB/moc and the Coulomb interaction ener-

gy e /A, , with A, being the inverse of the classical cyclo-
tron radius A, =(iric /eB )'~ . In the FQHE regime, howev-
er, the former is much larger than the latter and one may
assume that all the electrons are in the lowest Landau
level. Accordingly, e /A, is the only relevant energy
scale. Effectively one may set mo —+0. Thus, from Ham-
iltonian (1) and the Schrodinger equation we obtain

(II";—ill~)VIr; I =0, i =1,2, . . . , N (2)

where + Ir; I
—=%(r„.. . , re�) is the antisymmetric N

electron wave function.
Following Ref. 3, we make a singular gauge transfor-

mation qIIr, I =exp[imp, Imln(z; —z )]0&Ir; I (m is an
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(II";—iII~)N{r; j =0, '=1,2, . . . , N (3)

with II= II+a(r). And a(r) is a statistical gauge field'
defined by

odd integer) to obtain a symmetric wave function
4{r,j:—N(r, , . . . , r~). The constraint equation (2) is
then expressed as

8 5 i e+——A (r)+a(r) 4[p]=0, (8)
Bz p(r) fi c

where A =(A„—i A~)/V2, a =(a —ia )/&2 with
Ay a& ay satisfying V X A =B and V X a =2m m p, re-

spectively. In the symmetric gauge the constraint equa-
tion is

rP rP
a (r, )=me ~g

jwi r/' rj
(4) +,=— fdr', p(r) +[p]=0, (9)

5 1 m, 1

Bz 5pr 2&i 2 z —z'

(II" i II~}g—(r) l@ & =0,
where II(r) =II+V(r)

, rj' —r'~
a (r)=me ~f dr' 1t (r')g(r') .

(5)

At this point we should remark that if we disregard the
external magnetic field and the operator nature of equa-
tion (5) it is formally the same as Jackiw and Pi s self-dual
equation, "although the physics is quite different.

Since 4'{r;j is a symmetric wave function, we may ap-
ply the collective-field method to this problem. In what
follows we closely follow the most recent formulation.
The essence of the method is that one first regards the
symmetric wave function as a functional of the particle
density function, namely,

N{r; j =@[p(r)]l

and convert equations expressed in terms of particle coor-
dinates [in our case Eq. (3}] into functional differential
equations of collective field, p(r). Let us first note

IC &= f fg«, ~{r,jl{r, j &

=+[p]N!-'" fdrat(r) l0&, (7)

where p(r)=g (r)g(r) is the density operator and
p(r) l {r;j &

= +,.5(r —r; ) l {r; j &. We multiply (5) by g t(r)
and express it in terms of charge and current density,
p(r) and j(r)=if (r)VQ(r}. Using the commutation re-
lations among p's and j's and noticing

j(r)N! '~ fdr/ (r) l0&=0,

we obtain the collective-field representation of the con-
straint equation as

In order to apply the Chem-Simons gauge-theory ap-
proach, we express the constraint equation in the form of
a field-theory equation by using the second quantized for-
malism. As usual we introduce a quantum-field operator
g(r) and its conjugate g (r), which satisfy the Bose com-
mutation relations. We then cc nstruct a symmetric basis
vector

1{r,. j & =(N!)'"y'(r, ) ~ ~ y'(r„)lo&

and define lN& such that the symmetric wave function
4{r;j is obtained by ({r;jl@&. Then, the constraint
equation (3) is expressed as

which can be solved as N[p] =4& [p]qr[p] with
8 {5y[p]/5p(r) j /Bz =0 and

[p]=exp — f drlzl p(r)
1

2A, 2

+ f dr dr'p(r)lnlz —z'lp(r')
2

(10)

Or, equivalently, at the end of the calculation, p(r) in the
equation should be replaced by +,.5(r —r;). If we do
that, combining with the singular gauge transformation
which connects N(r; ) with 4'(r; ), we note that (10) corre-
sponds exactly Laughlin's wave function.

Introducing then @[p]=R[p]exp(iO[p]) with R[p]
and O[p] both as real functionals, from the constraint
equation (9) we obtain

V251nR [p] + 1
2 ( } & &

5O[p]
5p(r) k' " ' ' 5p(r)

and the equations which we assume to be automatically
satisfied, i.e., V 58[p]/5p(r) =0 and

@JAN,

.BJ5 lnR [p]/
5p(r}=0. The first term of Eq. (11), contributed by the
modulus part of the wave functional, plays a nontrivial
role which bears some subtle effects at the microscopic
level. If we set R [p]=@ [p]R'[p] with @ [p] given by
Eq. (10), from the constraint equation 8 {5y[p]/
5p(r) j /Bz =0, we obtain

25lnR'[p]
~ ~ 50[p] (12)

5p(r) 'J ' ~ 5p(r)

It is straightforward to verify that if we require the
right-hand side of Eq. (12) to be 2m.5(r), up to a solution
of the homogeneous part of the left-hand side of Eq. (12),
we could have a solution like

R'[p]=exp f drp(r)lnlzl

O[p]= fdrp(r)Imlnz,

which corresponds precisely to Laughlin's quasihole
wave function II;z;.

Now let us obtain an equation for the density distribu-
tion (p(r) & where

As we can see from the derivation, the collective-field
equations such as (8) and (9) are the operator equations,
which are to be operated on to

N! ' fdr/ (r) l0& .
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)lc)
(~lc)

DpJ pN~p . @p

DpJ p 4p
(13)

But for systems with vortexlike singular behavior, in ad-
dition to the regular 8 particle, we should introduce the
degrees of freedom for the vortices: pii(r): Therefore we
generalize (16) as

4[p]=f2)82)pvexp i fdrp(r){8(r)+6, [r,pv]]
and J[p] is the Jacobian, which is given in the leading or-
der of 1/N expansion by '

J[p]=5 f drp(r) —N

Xexp —fdr p(r)ln[p(r)/P] (14)

Inserting the operator relation (9), or equivalently (ll),
into in (13) we obtain

1
—,'&2(lnp(r) ) + —2~m (p(r) ) =2mpv(r),

4 [6]=exp ,' f dr 8(r—)V8(r) ikfdr 8(r—),
27TP?g

where 2m.pv(r)= —e;.i);8 8, (r) with 8,(r) being defined
as (50[p]/5p(r)), and pv(r) can be interpreted as the
density of vortices. In the mean-field approximation, the
first term (lnp(r) ) can be approximated as 1n(p(r) ) and
Eq. (15) becomes a diff'erential equation for the particle
distribution provided the right-hand side of (15) is in-
dependent of p.

Taking the spatial average for Eq. (15) and noticing
that the log term will not contribute even when p(r) has
isolated zeroes, we obtain 1/2m A,

—m p
—p v

=0 with p
and p& being the average density of electrons and vor-
tices, respectively. This is in fact one of the next hierar-
chy equations. For a FQHE system of zero vorticity,
pal =0, we have immediately the well-known quantization
condition for the p and p= 1/2m. m A. , accordingly
v= 1/m. For a system of a single quasihole vortex cen-
tered at the origin, Jdr[p(r) —(2m.mA, ) ']=1/m means
that the single vortex has 1/m electric charge. From the
discussion of the quasihole solution for Eq. (12) we can
easily verify that Laughlin's quasihole has a vortex densi-
ty pv(r)=5(r) Becaus.e the prefactor of the Laughlin's
quasiparticle wave function has its phase part conjugate
to that of the quasihole, we anticipate that it will give rise
to a vortex density pv(r)= —5(r). Based on the above
observations we interpret Eq. (15) as the vortex equation
for the quasiparticles that is derived directly from the mi-
croscopic theory without referring to the phenomenologi-
cal Ginzberg-Landau approach for the FQHE.

Since p and 8 are canonically conjugate to each
other, for systems without vortex singularities, a
Fourier transformation can be introduced: N[p]= j2)8exp[i J drp(rg(r)]C&[8]. It is also straightfor-
ward to show that the Laughlin-like wave functional

[p], Eq. (10), has its 8 representation as

X4[pv,'6], (17)

where the 8, —
p z functional dependence is set as

e;J.B;8 8, [r;pv]= —2mpv or its inverse 8, [r;pv]= fdr'Im ln(z —z '), which is fixed up to an additive reg-
ular function [independent of pv(r)]. We call (17) a gen-
eralized duality transformation, since the electron de-
grees of freedom are entirely expressed in terms of those
of vortices which are dual to the electrons. Now we ap-
ply the generalized duality transformation (17) to the
constraint equation of Eq. (9). Using the derivative rela-
tion, which follows straightforwardly from 6, [r;pv]—pv(r) relation introduced above,

6
Bz 5pv(r)

1, 1
cfr

2l Z

5
z' 5V, [r',pv]

we derive

8 5 1 m, 1

Bz 5pv(r) 2&2v 2 z —z'

+imv 4[8,pv]=0M(r)
az

(19)

where A, v
=A'c /e v8, e v

=e /m and m v = 1/m. We com-
pare Eq. (19) with Eqs. (9) and (8). The first term of Eq.
(19) is the gradient of a phase variable which is conjugate
to the vortex density pv(r) with its singular part being
connected to the "next hierarchy vorticity" for the vortex
liquid. The second term describes the vortices moving in
the applied magnetic field with a fractional charge
ev =e /m, while the third term is the contribution of sta-
tistical gauge field induced by vortices themselves with a
statistic index mv= 1/m. Setting pv(r)=g 5(r —R ),
with R being the coordinates of the vortices, and revers-
ing the "bosonization" procedure, we see that the vor-
tices obey the m v

= 1/m fractional statistics.
%'e can make one more "singular" gauge transforma-

tions with an even integer statistics index by simply sub-
stituting m v+2@ for mv (p integers) in the third term of
Eq. (19). It exhausts all possibilities that preserve the
same statistics for the vortices. Applying the same pro-
cedure, by which we derived 1/2~A, —mp —p&=0, to
the constraint Eq. (19) we obtain 1/2mkv —(mv+2p)Pv
=0. From the above two expressions we obtain the
filling factor as v= 1/[m+(2p) ']. It is quite clear by
now that by successively applying this procedure we can
derive the hierarchy scheme for the filling factors in a
natural way.
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